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APPENDIX 13‐GM Command and Control

GREATER MANCHESTER

Greater Manchester
Command and Control Framework

Winter 2011/12
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Command and Control Framework

1 Introduction

The purpose of this document is to describe the escalation process for command and
control arrangements within which the GM NHS will operate during winter 2011/12.

2

Principles

Listed below are the guiding principles for service response in meeting demand:
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Minimise avoidable mortality and morbidity for all patients and all populations, under
all circumstances
Acceptable standards of quality and safety must be maintained
Escalation decisions must be proportionate and timely
The burden and response should be shared equally between organisations through
maximum use of mutual aid
No organisation should be penalised for responding appropriately and effectively
providing an audit trail is available relating to activity and behaviour which will be
scrutinised by the SHA through a retrospective audit
No organisation should gain an advantage for having borne a lighter burden than
others

Assumptions:

Listed overleaf are the assumptions made which will enable the escalation process to be
executed as apart of the command and control arrangements.

3.1 Winter

Every winter the NHS experiences an increase in workload; this is estimated to be around
15% at certain peak times of the year which may affect Primary Care, Ambulance and
Secondary Care at the same time. Each health economy must have in place winter plans
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which build on lessons identified from the previous year. The SHA Performance Team will
monitor winter pressures. However, it is expected that all organisations will meet winter
pressure demand inline with the winter planning assumptions and therefore organisations
will meet required performance targets.

As part of the performance monitoring arrangements described later in this framework
winter demand within the planning assumptions will therefore be reported as level 1: i.e.
business as normal.

However, should operational pressure exceed winter planning assumptions then any
organisation in consultation with commissioners and/or NHS Strategic Commander (GM)
can request command control escalation status levels 2, 3 or 4, inline with the definitions
held within this framework.

It is likely that agreement by NHS Strategic Commander (GM) for escalation to levels 3 or 4
will result in the Greater Manchester system working under this command & control
framework.

4 Command and Control Arrangements

4.1 Introduction

This section describes the arrangements whereby the Department of Health may take
overall control of the National Health Service, working through Strategic Health Authorities
(SHAs) who in turn command and control NHS organisations through NHS Greater
Manchester

4.2 Levels of Command and Control (Role and responsibility)
Regional Level

Whatever arrangements are put in place to suit local circumstances, the SHA retains
overall and final responsibility for its two major roles in the health service preparing and
responding to major incidents including a prolonged incident such as prolonged winter
pressures.
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Those roles are performance management, and strategic command and control.

The North West SHA has opted for a Lead Strategic Command model (GM Gold
Command), the ultimate responsibility for ensuring an integrated emergency response from
the health sector rests with the Chief Executive of the SHA. The SHA takes direct
responsibility for command and control in matters that cross county boundaries, including
mutual aid.

This winter, if pressures are sustained across the region the Strategic Health Authority may
activate an incident room known as the Command and Control cell, which will include the
NWAS Strategic Commander and a lead from the three Critical Care networks

In the event of command control level 4 being reached, the incident room would be colocated with the NWAS regional Command and is known as the Regional Operational
Control Centre (ROCC). The SHA response will be led from CEO or Director level.

In a single county the SHA would see the NHS Strategic Commander (GM) as the
representative of the SHA, and therefore in charge of the GM NHS response for health
including NWAS.

It should be noted that in the event of any such major incident challenges it is highly likely
that by default, NWAS resource deployment will be from a regional perspective therefore
affecting more than one Lead Gold area.
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Strategic (Gold)

NHS Greater Manchester supports, informs, coordinates monitors and performance
manages emergency planning and also has a command & control role for major
emergencies and rising tides such as sustained winter pressures.

The GM NHS Strategic Commander (GM) will command and control the NHS within GM
where appropriate and also represent the NHS at any Strategic Coordinating Group, in
addition supervising the GM NHS Gold Control Room.

The NHS Strategic Commander (GM) will work alongside networks including the critical
care network supporting those networks to ensure delivery of their plans. It is accepted that
Critical Care will be a Regional / National resource.

During a prolonged winter pressure situation when the GM system is operating at
Command and Control levels 3 or 4, this role will include:

 Maintaining contact with the SHA and with health economy tactical (silver) control
rooms.
 Informing the GM health economies of central guidance and decisions and helping
to interpret such at a GM level.
 Informing the SHA and Department of Health through the SHA of local issues,
pressures and performance.
 Requiring and enabling decisions to be taken at an appropriate time and level in
accordance with current strategy and guidance.
 Checking the quality of planning within each health economy.
 Considering the effect of local plans and decisions on neighbouring health
economies and intervening if there are cross border issues.
 Ensuring consistency between health economies.
 Co-ordinating mutual aid within the county, and acting in accordance with SHA
direction in terms of mutual aid crossing county boundaries.
 Represent the GM NHS in SHA and GMRF forums.
 Representing the SHA within county, including commanding and controlling the
NHS.
While the NHS Strategic Commander (GM) has authority to command, they will seek to
discharge their responsibilities as far as possible by consensus and agreement.

However, when Command Control status level 1 or 2 is declared, health economies will
adopt a local command structure : it is only when the health economies and/or the NHS
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Strategic Commander (GM) determines pressures can no longer be managed at locality
level that they will escalate it to level 3 and adopt a GM command & control approach.

Each commissioning body will be responsible for ensuring there are robust planning and
response arrangements, in and out of hours within their health economy. Commissioners
are to ensure clear and effective command & control arrangements across all providers in
their health economy.

NB – where national pressure on critical care result in ECMO escalating at UHSM it
will form part of national arrangements and come under the DH/SHA this may have to
report daily even if the GM system elsewhere is at level 1/2
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Tactical (Silver)

The tactical response will be led at a health economy level by Commissioners, NHS Trusts
and Foundation Trusts. The latter may provide acute or mental health services.

Each commissioning body will be responsible for ensuring they have robust planning and
escalation arrangements, in and out of hours with their health economy. Commissioners
are to establish clear and effective command & control arrangements with all providers in
their health economy and agreement on how this will be implemented in and OOH.

At a health economy level, it is expected that those organisations sharing a common local
population (a health economy) will collaborate in the planning stage, in the response stage,
and in the recovery stage, and will arrange that collaboration themselves.

Each commissioning body will satisfy itself that appropriate arrangements exist within their
health economy – those arrangements will usually comprise a forum for agreement and
joint planning of issues including service agreements, transfer of patients across the
hospital / primary care interface, and mutual aid and logistics where organisations share a
single resource.

The GM Gold Command will not be involved directly in the routine business at health
economy level but will be available to provide advice and/or direct if required where local
decisions are inconsistent with guidance or have adverse effects on other health
economies command resolution.

Each NHS (Foundation) Trust has a designated commissioner that acts as its lead
commissioner. Collaboration between lead commissioners and their provider trusts is
particularly important. The Lead Commissioner will have a role in agreeing priorities with
the trust, and in negotiating financial matters. This does not detract the GM Gold
Command role in delivering urgent command and control directly to all NHS organisations
with a view to financial and other commissioning issues being resolved retrospectively, but
as far as possible the GM Gold Command will work in consultation with health care
commissioners.
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At the level of an individual organisation, each organisation may activate an incident
room to provide a single point of contact for the organisation, and to be a centre for the
management of the organisation’s response.

It is expected that each NHS organisation will activate this level of control during a
prolonged winter pressure situation and use it for internal management and for
communication within the local health economy. Commissioners are responsible for
managing their health economy and will also be responsible for communication with the GM
Gold Command function.

It must be adequately staffed for the nature / stage of the incident, and would be led from
Chief Executive or director level. The opening hours and level of staffing would depend on
the nature and stage of the incident.
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Operational (Bronze)
The term “Bronze” refers to the location of service delivery, perhaps at the level of a ward,
accident and emergency department or general practice. For command and control
purposes this level would report to the local tactical control arrangements at Trust or health
economy level.

5

Managing Performance

5.1 Performance Monitoring

All organisations are responsible for reporting their performance through various systems
currently operating across our region for example:

Within GM we have established winter reporting via the Utilisation Management Team
which health economies are expected to comply with in relation to their emergency
pressures

This will continue to be the case over the winter period with the reporting requirement being
as follows

Level One – Monday – Friday only by 1030 daily

Level Two – Monday – Friday only by 1030 daily

(Only those Health economies at Level 2 may be invited to take part in teleconferences
regarding performance issues)

Level Three – All Health Economies may be required to report across 7 days, real time
information – where appropriate (GM Gold Command decision)
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Level Four – All Health Economies reporting across 7 days or as required by DH/ NHS NW

It is important to note that all existing daily and weekly reports will be submitted as usual.
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Timeline for reporting – Winter 2010/11

Time

Action

1000 – 1030

All health economies to ensure completion
of the electronic return to UM.
Level 2 or above status will necessitate
reasons and remedial actions to be reported
to GM NHS Resilience Team..
(access to NWAS CMS and ICBIS systems
will assist organisations to meet this
deadline)

1100 - 1115

UM to assimilate information from subregion and produce GM report (circulated to
Urgent Care Network and GM Gold). This
will be an electronic based return and
submitted to the SHA incident room at the
Command and Control Cell.
At level 3 and above UM and GM Gold
Command to agree text based return to
NHS NW

1130 - 1400

UM Team to analyse all electronic returns
and produce GM Performance Report and
then circulate to Urgent Care Network, GM
Gold Command, NWAS and Health
Economies

TBA

Operational conference calls will take place
between GM NHS Resilience Team and
health economies / localities as required .
Membership of these calls will be as
appropriate to the existing level of
performance in health economies.
Frequency will be based on the pressures in
the system.

5.3 Performance Management
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There will be no dispensation for health economies to make later submissions – any area
that has not completed and submitted their report by 1030 will automatically be coded as
RED and an email sent by UM to GM Gold Command advising them of the failure to
complete.

Authority to make decisions rests at different levels within the command and
control chain. As a matter of principle, decisions should be made at the lowest feasible
level, provided that they are consistent with higher level policy, and that they do not have
adverse effects beyond the boundary of the decision maker.

Decisions about individual patients will normally be made at operational level, and
decisions about services will normally be made at a tactical level.

The role of the NHS Strategic Commander (GM) and SHA will therefore be to ensure that
organisations are aware of the authority they have to make decisions, to seek that authority
when it is likely to be needed, and to ensure that local decisions accord with national policy.

Decisions made at SHA / NHS Strategic Commander (GM) level will normally be limited to
those that affect multiple organisations within the regional / sub-regional boundary.

In order to be able to manage effectively it is important that NHS organisations know when
to escalate to the next level, what will trigger it, how command control will work and the
effect this could have on performance. Contained within this framework is a detailed
escalation trigger point action plan.

6

Escalation Trigger Point Action Plan

This section describes in tabular form the escalation arrangements that will be in operation
as part of our command control system. The definitions of the headings of escalation are
defined below:

Command Control
Status Position

This level is determined by organisations in line with the
Command Control system identified in this framework. The
status position governs the action.
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Reporting Levels

These are the levels identified from the winter plans. These
levels will determine the command control status position.

Trigger Points

These are the points at which organisations can determine
escalation which in turn describes the action and command
control arrangements as well as who has the authority to
trigger.

Action

This will identify who is responsible, what will be done to
mitigate the raised level of pressure as a result of moving to
this level.

Command Control
Arrangements

This will describe the arrangements that will be in place and
whether these are different in and out of hours.

Impact and
implications

This will describe the impact on service delivery and the
implications on issues such as performance targets. It will
also include any implications of the corresponding action on
other organisations.

Communications

This will include what will be communicated intra and / or
inter organisationally by who and when.
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Command and Control Escalation Plan

Command Control
Status Position

1
Business as

Reporting Levels

Trusts manage
their own
pressures within
normal capacity
planning

Trigger Points
for Escalation
to next level

If individual
trust resources
cannot / or are
consistently
struggling to
meet demand
then the
affected trust
should liaise
with their
commissioners
to implement
a Health
Tactical
Coordinating
Group at
Health
Economy level
– GM NHS
Resilience
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Action

Command Control
Arrangements

Impact and
implications

Communications

There should be no
services suspended
and therefore
performance targets
should be delivered.

Business as
usual. There
will be
pressures in the
system but not

Individual
organisations and
health economies are
responsible at this
level for delivering
services. On call
arrangements in and
out of hours are as

‐ Even in this phase
elective activity may
be cancelled by an
organisation but it
should still form part
of the winter/flu
planning

Daily report returns (Mon‐
Fri)

Weekly system wide report
generated by /UM team
(Mon‐Fri)

Command Control
Status Position

usual

Reporting Levels

Trigger Points
for Escalation
to next level

Action

Command Control
Arrangements

Impact and
implications

parameters,
liaison between
providers and
commissioners
should be the
norm

Team must be
advised of
escalation to
Command
Control Level 2

to warrant
escalation to
level 2.

normal with the
director on call
services in operation.

assumptions and
therefore as stated
above performance
targets should still
be delivered.
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Communications

Command Control
Status Position

2
Slight to
moderate
effect on
service over
and above
planning
assumptions

Reporting Levels

Health
economies
manage their
own pressures
within their
agreed planning
frameworks, joint
working between
providers and
commissioners is
expected on a
daily basis – Co‐

Trigger Points
for Escalation
to next level

If health
economy
resources
cannot meet
the demand
AND all the
appropriate
steps have
been taken
such as
deployment of
additional
resources,
accelerated
hospital
discharge and
cancellation of
elective
workload ‐
then the
commissioners
should liaise
with the GM
NHS Resilience
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Action

Health economy
Tactical Group
now in
Command and
Control
position,
working with
organisations
within their
health
economies to
determine
service
provision to
minimise
impact. It is
expected that

Command Control
Arrangements

Impact and
implications

Mutual aid may be
required ‐
documented and
monitored as any
service suspended
which could effect
performance will be
subject to a
retrospective audit
by the SHA. If the
audit determines all
action was not taken
to avoid services
being suspended
and therefore
resulting in
performance failure
the SHA will not look
for dispensation for
any target failure
from DH.
Local commissioners
in charge of
commanding service
provision and to keep
Urgent Care Network

Please note it would
be important to
record how long
service suspension

Communications

Daily EPR returns Mon‐Fri

Liaison with the Urgent
Care Network / GM NHS
Resilience team is expected
to ensure that all
stakeholders are sharing
the same information and
preparation can be made to
facilitate escalation to level

Command Control
Status Position

Reporting Levels

Trigger Points
for Escalation
to next level

Action

Command Control
Arrangements

Impact and
implications

Communications

ordinated by the
health economy
Tactical Co‐
ordinating group

Team to
implement a
level 3 GM
Health
Strategic
Coordinating
Group

all organisations
within a health
economy will
work together
to resolve
issues.

and GM Gold
informed of the
situation

took place following
recovery as it would
only be that period
determined for
dispensation
purposes.

3 if required
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Affected health economies
to be involved in
conference calls as
appropriate with NHS NW

Command Control
Status Position

3
Moderate to
severe effects
on services

Reporting Levels

GM Health
Strategic
Coordinating
Group – Cluster
Resilience Team
will coordinate
the GM health
economy having
regard to mutual
aid and agreeing
generic decisions
across the
conurbation.
Commissioners
manage the
pressures within
their health
economy
through their
borough Tactical
Coordinating
Groups

Trigger Points
for Escalation
to next level

Action

If GM NHS
resources and
joint working
cannot meet
the demand
OR the NHS
NW / DH
declare a Level
Four response
‐ then the GM
NHS Resilience
Team will liaise
with the NHS
NW to
implement a
Health
Regional

GM Gold
Command to
Command and
Control
position,
however,
should all
operational
service
provision be
exhausted and
mutual aid be
required across
the region GM
Gold Command
to escalate to
SHA Command
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Command Control
Arrangements

Gold CCG Command
and Control
arrangements in place
as required

SHA’s Command and
Control system will be
initiated

Impact and
implications

Communications

Elective services in
local sub‐regional
areas to be
suspended to
maximise
emergency
provision. All
organisations to put
in place recovery
plans to ensure
business as usual as
soon as possible, any
organisation
affected will be
subject to SHA audit
should dispensation
of target delivery be

Daily reports Mon‐Fri (may
be extended to 7 days if
appropriate by GM Gold
Command)

Command and Control cells
in Gold fully operational
with daily conference calls
to SHA where appropriate

The command and control

Command Control
Status Position

Reporting Levels

Trigger Points
for Escalation
to next level

Action

Coordinating
Group at
regional level.

If regionally
managed
NHS
resources
cannot meet
the demand
then the NHS
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Command Control
Arrangements

Impact and
implications

Communications

and Control cell

required by CQC

cells will be operational as
required to support the
service.

SHA Command

All elective services
suspended to
maximise

Daily reports across 7 days

Command Control
Status Position

4
Major
disruption to
services

Reporting Levels

NHS NW manage
the pressures
within their
region through
the Health
Regional
Coordinating
Group. The GM
Gold Command
will coordinate
the GM health
economy
through a level 4
Health Strategic
Coordinating
Group chaired by
the CEO

Trigger Points
for Escalation
to next level

Action

Command Control
Arrangements

Impact and
implications

NW will liaise
with the DH
to request
national /
international
input /
resources.
The DH input
will be fed
back to the
NW region by
an Executive
Director of
the NHS NW

and Control cell
fully
operational led
by SHA CEO and
Director On Call
supported
Comms Lead as
appropriate.

SHA Command and
Control system in full
operation which will
include ambulance
service, Critical Care
network lead,
Neonatology lead
working from the
same office as part of
the Command and
Control cell. This is
likely to require the
Broughton Major
Incident Centre being
activated moving
Command and
Control from SHA HQ
to Broughton and
initiating ROCC.

emergency provision
across the North
West as identified by
GM Gold Command
and SHA. All
services suspended
by organisations will
be subject to a
retrospective audit
in order to seek
dispensation by
CQC.
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‐ All elective
services
suspended to
maximise the
emergency
provision,
recovery plans
to be initiated
to minimise
longevity of
service effect.

‐ Major delay in care
delivery some
services will be
suspended.
Secondary care
under major
pressure, expect
delays in A&E in
excess 12 hours, no
beds available.

Communications

Command and Control cells
operational 24/7, Silver
Tactical Level and as
appropriate Operational
Bronze level.

Daily conference calls to
take place with operational
command leads.

Briefing for staff

Command Control
Status Position

Reporting Levels

Trigger Points
for Escalation
to next level
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Action

Command Control
Arrangements

Impact and
implications

Communications

7

Recovery and Reconciliation

De-escalation decisions are as important as escalation decisions and the recovery
and reconciliation phases are likely to be as challenging as the build up to either a
peak demand or prolonged pressure in the system.

7.1 Operational Service Issues

If the increase in demand for healthcare from patients is significant it will take
services some time to recover from the changes made to deal with prolonged
pressure in the system.

For example, many operations may have been cancelled, many additional 999 calls
have to be answered and therefore there will be a knock on effect on all organisation
performance.

Equally there may be financial implications. The recovery phase is the time when
these issues will be reconciled it would be expected that every organisation affected
above Command and Control level 0 where performance may have been affected will
be able to provide an audit trail of activity and behaviour during the phase of
operational problems.

The audit trail supplied by individual organisations will be subject to an SHA audit
and if it is found by the SHA that all appropriate actions took place and yet
performance was still affected the SHA with each organisation will apply for an
easement to their performance rating which will be submitted to the Care Quality
Commission.

Locality CCGs will be expected to reflect this decision in the local consideration of
whether contract penalties for performance breaches should be enforced.

7.2 Reconciling Finances

Reconciling finances poses more significant problems in that different financial
models across the region mean that balance sheets are likely to be affected in
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different ways. In the same way as operational performance will be audited so will
financial expenditure to ensure value for money prevailed during prolonged winter
pressures.

8

Conclusions

This framework sets out an approach for GM NHS for escalating the conurbation
service response to prolonged winter pressures arising.
Whilst such important decisions needs to be consistent and appropriate it is equally
important that the operational freedom of locum clinicians and managers is not
constrained. This framework is intended to provide the necessary clarity, of
language, of process and of responsibility, to allow this to happen.
It is also recognised that the recovery phase may also be challenging and that
organisations should be treated fairly with respect to their performance and finances.
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APPENDIX 14‐TOR WBCCG Emergency Pressures Group

Emergency Pressures Health & Social Care
Tactical Group

Terms of Reference

Winter 2011-12
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1. Introduction
This document sets out the arrangements for the borough emergency pressures
health & social care tactical group that will operate in the event of the WBCCG
health economy escalating to level 2. This winter the expectation is again of a whole
system approach to managing winter and other pressures across each regional
health economy and across the NHS and social care generally.

2. Background
To support the implementation of the Greater Manchester Command & Control
framework for winter 2011/12, health economies proceeded to populate the
Emergency Pressures Reporting (EPR) system. The system has been further developed
by the Utilisation Management (UM) from a successful arrangement last winter. The
reporting system for winter 2011/12 will be clarified to all stakeholders by the end of
August 2011.
The GM NHS Gold commander role is provided by NHS Greater Manchester via the
on-call rota. Daily completion of the winter return by nominated leads put forward
by each health economy will result in the generation of a Greater Manchester
summary report which will be sent automatically to Greater Manchester NHS Gold
commander, with a copy to health economy colleagues, urgent care leads and
other nominated staff. This information will support the Greater Manchester NHS Gold
command and the GM NHS Resilience Team in understanding the pressures across
the GM economy and in completing the brief required text return to NHS Northwest.

3. Purpose of the Group
To ensure escalation plans are activated and delivery plans implemented.
4. Activation of the Groups
The groups will be activated when commissioners escalate a borough to Level 2.
5. Set Up Arrangements
Commissioners Kim Godsman and Clare Thomason will convene the first meeting of
this group in conjunction with operational teams across the health economy.
All potential member organisations will be invited to an inaugural meeting of the
group to:




Clarify roles and responsibilities
Agree future meeting arrangements
Check contact details and ensure representatives and deputies are identified for
each organisation
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Discuss individual agency roles
Ensure each agency is familiar with the plans of other organisations
Identify any gaps in planning that need to be urgently addressed
Agree, as far as is possible, a multi agency action plan to respond to borough
specific issues and ensure reporting requirements can be met

6. Group Members







Service Reform Lead for Access, Commissioners
Lead, Provider Services
Acute Trust Lead
Acute Trust Management Rep
Social Service Manager, Local Authority
Above membership to be reviewed at inaugural meeting

NB: Deputies to the members attending meetings should be sufficiently senior and
have delegated authority to make high level decisions on behalf of the organisation
they represent, including being able to commit resources.

Organisation

Lead

Contact

Deputy

Contact

Commissioner Kim
Kim.godsman@alwCCG.nhs.uk Clare
Clare.thomason@alwCCG.nhs.uk
Godsman
Thomason
01942 482827
01942 482797

WWLFT

Lorraine
Burnett

Lorraine.burnett@wwl.nhs.uk
01942 822485

Gail
Gaskell

Gail.gaskell@alwCCG.nhs.uk

Social
Services

Lin
Hogan

L.hogan@wigan.gov.uk

5BP

Angela
Ryan

Angela.ryan@5bp.nhs.uk

Bridgewater

01942 482632

01942 489484

01942 264822

7. Key Tasks/Responsibilities
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Allison
Edis

Allison.edis@wwl.nhs.uk

Elaine
Stefani

Elaine.stefani@alwCCG.nhs.uk

01942 822359

01942 482637

Sharon
O’Donnell

s.eid@wigan.gov.uk

Donna
Robinson

Donna.robinson@5bp.nhs.uk

01942 489454

01942 264822








Ensure the activation and implementation of local plans to ensure continued
delivery of public services
Ensure the activation and implementation of local plans to ensure the
realignment of performance to achieve required targets.
Monitor and report as required on any ongoing operational issues
Cooperate in the implementation of provider and social care counter measures
Ensure the effective management of patient access
To ensure that primary care and other professionals are fully informed and able
to fulfil their role in responding to emergency pressures

8. Meeting Frequency
Escalation to level 2




Inaugural meeting to check roles & responsibilities and contact details
Daily meetings to discuss ongoing performance

9. Meeting Location
The intention is to hold most meetings as teleconferences. Face to face meetings
will take place at either the Acute Trust or the CCG base at Wigan Life Centre. Exact
venue TBC
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Appendix A Standard Operating Practice in support of the Emergency Pressures Health
& Social Care Tactical Group

Winter Pressures Daily Reporting System

Purpose:

To ensure timeliness of Emergency pressure daily reporting.

Submission deadline is 10:30am
Main Aims:

From 1st September 2011 and to follow consecutively each day, a daily Winter
Planning Return must be submitted by health economies via a Greater Manchester
performance system developed by the Utilisation Management Team.

Contents:
1. Timetable of actions
2. Information flows
3. Sign off
4. Process for Information
5. Electronic form for submission
6. Assigning escalation Level
7. Agreed guidelines
8. Information sources
9. Contact details
10. On call weekend action
1. Timetable of actions following each submission:
Time

Action

9:30 am10:30

All health economies to complete the electronic return to UM. ALL RETURNS
SHOULD BE AGREED BY EXECUTIVE OR NOMINATED DEPUTY BEFORE
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am

SUBMISSION. The return includes an assessment of the health economy Level
– Level 2 or above will necessitate reasons and remedial actions to be
reported.

10:30am
–
11:30am

UM to assimilate information from sub-region and produce GM report which
will be circulated to GM NHS Resilience Team and GM Gold, copy to the
SHA.

11:00.

GM NHS Resilience Team and GM Gold to agree any text based return to
NHS NW

1:30 am
11:30am
12noon

SHA to analyse all electronic returns and review
teleconferencing with appropriate health economies

requirement

for

2:00pm
–
3:00pm

Operational conference calls will take place between GM Gold Command
and relevant health economies. Membership of these calls will be as follows:
Chair: Director of Performance or deputy
Membership: As appropriate. The conference calls will initially involve only
those operating at level 2 or above. Frequency can be increased based on
the pressures in the system.

2. Information flows
All providers submit via (insert pathway) by 10.00am
The submission will consist of the (insert agreed format – e.g. copy of Unify
report etc)
3. Sign off
To be undertaken by 09.30 and to decide health economy level based on
information provided by 10.15am
In absence, Fiona Noden or agreed nominated lead
4. Process for Information Team:
Nominated member of the information team to submit by 10.30 each day,
see timetable.
Check submissions received
Contact Anna Aspinall or nominated lead
Complete an internal excel spreadsheet for monitoring (or local system in
place)
Submit to UM website
5. Electronic form for submission and how to:
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xxxx - Insert details once clarified

Log in details to Information and submisison website:

Action

Log-in

6. Assigning RAG status to bed escalation submission definition

Colin Kelsey, Greater Manchester lead guidelines:

All health economies have identified their “normal” average workloads. To declare
a Level 2 or above status health economies should be above a 15% increase to that
workload. If health economies are not above that 15% increase then they should be
within their capacity / winter planning assumptions and therefore Level 1 status – this
does not mean they are not experiencing problems but that they should be
capable of managing them within their pre-determined winter plans”.

7. Agreed guidelines with local Acute and Commissioners:

Escalation from Level 1 to Level 2:

Current acute medical bed capacity at 227 equates to 366 beds

A sensible measure is to assume that “normal” capacity based on last years activity
equates to 227 Medical beds + 140 surgical and orthopaedic beds. This brings the
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total to 367. If we therefore work backwards applying from this maximum number
then 15% would make the planned bed stock . giving us a 15% increase of patientsback to maximum of xxxx.
Therefore applying the 15% increase to workload total suggests we need to be
above the xxxx bed capacity by an additional xxxx patients to move the health
economy position from green to amber.
8. Information sources

xxxx - Insert when clarified

9. Contact details:
Name

Phone number

e-mail

Responsible

e-mail

Reason

Contact details: Acute
Name

Phone
number

AD medical, Lead
Bed manager on call
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For Daily
issues

reporting

Information Clerk

10. On call weekend action:
During a Level 3 or above escalation event at a weekend the on call manager will
be expected to provide winter pressures information by 10.30.

Action
Log in

Log-in
details

User name xxxx
Password xxxx
PIN xxxx
Password is capitol letter first. You will be asked for a random selection of the
PIN

If cannot
log on
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Appendix 15‐ Teleconference Leads

WBCCG Emergency Pressures Health & Social Care Tactical Group

Organisation

Commissioner

Lead

Kim Godsman

Contact

Kim.godsman@alwCCG.nhs.uk
01942 482827

WWLFT

Lorraine Burnett

Lorraine.burnett@wwl.nhs.uk

Deputy

Clare
Thomason
Alison Edis

01942 822485
Bridgewater

Gail Gaskell

Gail.gaskell@alwCCG.nhs.uk

Lin Hogan

L.hogan@wigan.gov.uk
01942 489484

5BP

Angela Ryan

Angela.ryan@5bp.nhs.uk
01942 264822
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Clare.thomason@alwCCG.nhs.uk
01942 482797
Allison.edis@wwl.nhs.uk
01942 822359

Elaine Stefani

01942 482632
Social Services

Contact

Elaine.stefani@alwCCG.nhs.uk
01942 482637

Sharon
O’Donnell

s.eid@wigan.gov.uk

Donna
Robinson

Donna.robinson@5bp.nhs.uk

01942 489454

01942 264822
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1. BACKGROUND
WHAT IS THE ‘CHOOSE WELL CAMPAIGN?
Each year WB CCG launches a campaign ‘Choose Well’ to inform patients in the WBCCG
borough of their local NHS services. Choose Well aims to raise patients’ awareness of the
range of services available particularly when they need help urgently, so that they can judge
the best place to get help for symptoms and illnesses. The campaign aims to highlight the
most appropriate health services to treat different conditions. It is hoped that the WB CCG
Choose Well campaign will ease pressure on the A&E Department at Royal Albert Edward
Infirmary and the Leigh WIC by directing people who don’t have urgent, life‐threatening
conditions to choose other services.

NHS CHOOSE WELL STRATEGY
Attached is the NHS Choose Well Campaign strategy for 2112/13

F:\Documents from
PCT5531\Choose We

1.1 KEY CHALLENGES
Appropriate utilisation of healthcare resources is a nationwide issue. Quantitative research
commissioned by DH 2009 demonstrates the opportunity for effective communication in this
area:








41% of people do not have a clear understanding of alternatives to A&E in their area,
36 % believe A&E and GP are the only options when you are unwell,
17 % would never ask a pharmacist for medical advice
12% have used A&E for reassurance when there was nothing seriously wrong.
38 % would think carefully about which service to use
24 % would try and find an alternative to A&E if they were provided with the right
information.
Local research and segmentation work has also identified certain groups who are
more likely to use services inappropriately

1.2 WB CCG
Data gathered by WB CCG demonstrates that inappropriate use of services is also a significant
issue within our borough:
Information supplied by WWL FT shows a high number of self referrals and referrals from
other sources attending A/E. The focus of the Choose Well campaign has been to encourage
service users and other health professionals to access the most appropriate primary care
services in an effort to reduce the number of non urgent attendances at A/E.

2.0 CAMPAIGN AIMS/OBJECTIVES
The Choose Well campaign is an important annual campaign which contributes to the
efficient operating of the WBCCG health economy system.

2.1 AIM
To increase the likelihood of WBCCG registered population accessing the most appropriate
level/ facility to receive the optimum level of care for their need.

2.2 OBJECTIVES










To support the Unscheduled Care Commissioning Team’s objective of reducing
inappropriate usage of high‐demand NHS services such as A&E and 999 across
WBCCG .
To increase the appropriate usage of a range of NHS services, such as GPs,
pharmacies, walk‐in centres, NHS Direct across WBCCG .
To raise awareness of the range of Primary Care services available locally and an
understanding of what they offer
To communicate the ‘Choose Well’ message in a variety of formats to the WBCCG
area.
To build upon the WB CCG ‘Choose Well’ campaign 2011/2012
To target ‘Choose Well’ communications at frequent flyer wards identified through
WWL A&E attendance data.
To engage local GP practices and Pharmacies in promoting the ‘Choose Well’
message.
To target promotional material at local township groups, community healthcare
facilities, community centres etc.

2.3 COMMUNICATION OBJECTIVES









A borough wide basic knowledge of the ‘Choose Well’ campaign.
Each household in identified frequent flyer, high A&E attendance wards to have a
Choose Well leaflet.
All patients seen in A&E by the GP triage service to have ‘Choose Well ‘discussed with
them and are supplied with a ‘Choose Well’ leaflet.
A reduction in inappropriate A&E attendances.
A reduction in GP triage activity in A&E.
A reduction in inappropriate WIC attendance.
Increased use of the Pharmacy minor ailments scheme.
Increased use of NHS Direct.

3.0 TARGET AUDIENCE
3.1 KEY AUDIENCES
The following individuals and groups have been identified as being crucial to the success of
the winter campaign:











Public: people who regularly use A&E; identified target or community groups
WB CCG GPs
PBC Consortium Clinical leads
WBCCG providers of care services
WBCCG pharmacies
WBCCG A&E/WIC staff: consultants, nurses, managers, reception staff, others
WBCCG Executive team/Urgent Care Board
Wider NHS workforce outside of urgent care
Local Authority partners‐ Social Workers/ Age concern/
Local media

3.2 PRIMARY TARGET AUDIENCE



Frequent A&E attendees/self referrers.
Frequent A&E referrers GP practices.

3.3 SECONDARY TARGET AUDIENCE


WBCCG registered population

3.4 OPERATIONAL TARGETS




Reduce RAEI A&E attendances
Improved usage of Leigh WIC, pharmacies and self care
Encourage appropriate use of all health services

3.5 MONITORING/EVALUATION








A&E attendance figures
A&E attendance data to enable greater understanding of the types of conditions
people attend and are admitted to hospital for.
A&E data to enable a greater understanding of the pattern of attendance; high use
wards/ repeat attendees/top referring GP practices etc.
WIC statistics as above.
Qualitative feedbacks from Primary Care GP’s/ Pharmacists/Community Centres on
the quality of Choose Well material.
Small survey to be carried out locally to assess awareness and effectiveness of the
Choose Well campaign
Request to local patient groups for feedback on winter health materials.

4.0 KEY MESSAGES









A&E is for serious and life threatening conditions.
Walk‐In‐Centre is for the treatment of minor injuries and illnesses. For medical
treatment and advice on a new injury or condition that does not respond to self care
and is not life threatening.
GP for a condition that does not respond to self care and is not life threatening.
Pharmacy for a common condition that does not require being seen by a Doctor or
Nurse.
NHS Direct if you have questions about your health and for information about local
health services.
Self Care is best choice to treat very minor injuries and illnesses.
KEEP A/E FOR THOSE WHO NEED IT MOST!

5.0 COMMUNICATION FORMATS







Print
Brochures‐localised with local OOH GP/Dentist/WIC numbers
Posters‐ localised with local OOH GP/Dentist/WIC numbers
Leaflets‐ localised with local OOH GP/Dentist/WIC numbers
Roller banners displaying Choose Well message






Press
Articles published in local township newsletters
Article published in ‘Borough Life’
Press release Local
Press release Regional



Advertising







Advan‐ static in town centres, distributing leaflets
Banners
Posters and banner displayed in town centre railway station
WWL electronic notice boards (in waiting areas)
WWL Members’ newsletter



Online
WBCCG web site
ALWCH web site
WWL web site
Social media – Twitter, Facebook








6.0 MATERIALS
NHS NORTHWEST
NHS North West has designed a range of materials which can be used for the winter
campaign. All the materials have a standard NHS logo on them, so if the message is a generic
one, they will not have to be amended. The materials are available in PDF format and as in
design files, which can be amended to add in local service details etc
These are:






An updated version of the A5 leaflet, making it easier to add in local service details
A revised set of A4 posters promoting alternatives to A&E/999
'Stop and Think' A5 flyers and A4 posters that can be distributed
An A5 flyer that gives a "cost" for an inappropriate trip to A&E that A&E teams can
use
A couple of posters promoting self‐care messages with images of a mother and child
and of an older woman that be used specifically in children's centres, community
centres etc














A couple of screen‐savers
An image that can be used as a footer on emails and letter‐heads
A couple of posters to promote messages targeted at NHS staff
A set of presentation slides that can be used with staff
Template ads for newspapers
Template ads for buses
What is Choose Well about? Key messages
Facts and figures
Materials from 2010's campaign
Details of the media campaign
Local marketing opportunities
A case‐studies page

6.1 WB CCG MATERIAL
The table below contains the promotional material used in the WBCCG Choose Well
campaign 2011

FORMAT
Ad Van

Leaflet

Poster

ARTWORK

C:\Documents and C:\Documents and C:\Documents and
Settings\elainej\DesktSettings\elainej\DesktSettings\elainej\Deskt

C:\Documents and
Settings\elainej\Deskt

C:\Documents and
Settings\elainej\Deskt

Building Banner
ChooseWell
Banner_6mx2.3m.pdf

Bus Artwork
F:\Documents from
PCT5531\Choose We

To be updated

6.2 WB CCG ACTION PLAN
TARGET
WBCCG
Registered
Population

NHS STAFF

WBCCG
Identified
Frequent
A&E
attendees.

GP’s

Pharmacies

ACTION

PROGRESS

AdVan to be static in the 3 main town centres of the borough at
weekends. The Ad Van presence in the town centres will ramp up in
the 2 weeks prior to Christmas and New Year

Commissioned

Bus Advertising on main bus routes in the borough to include on board
advertising and street liners – to be reviewed
6MX2.5 M banners outside all borough LIFT buildings
Posters and promotional material into A&E/WIC
Posters and promotional material into all LIFT buildings
Posters/leaflets in all GP surgeries
Posters/leaflets into all Pharmacies
Posters into Housing Offices, Libraries, Community Centres
Poster and promotional material to local community groups/township
forums.
Local press releases
WB CCG online advert and information
Advert in WWL Members’ Newsletter
Banner outside WWL’s A&E Department

Commissioned

Posters and promotional material into LIFT buildings/Health Centres
Roller banner inot all LIFT buildings/Health Centres

Commissioned

Promotional materials onto WB CCG Intranet

To be updated

WWL Internet Site
Posters at WWL’s A&E Department
Link on ALWCH website to choose well material
Solus (house to house) leaflet distribution to top 10 A&E attendance
wards and additional wards surrounding WIC.
Top 100 A&E attendees identified

To be updated
Commissioned
To be updated
Commissioned

PBC consortium sign up to support the campaign.
Promotional material in all GP surgeries.
Identification of Top referrers to A&E
GP’S top 100 freq flyers to A&E identified and circulated to GP
Consortia.

TBA
To be updated
To be updated
To be updated

All Pharmacies in WB CCG signed up to support the campaign
Posters and promotional material in all Pharmacies

Completed
TBA

Community Posters and promotional material to all community groups/township
Groups
forums.
Article in township newsletters

In place
Commissioned
Commissioned
Commissioned
Commissioned
Commissioned
Commissioned
TBA
TBA
TBA
In place

To be updated

TBA
TBA

6.3 WB CCG LOCAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN
TOPIC
Choose Well Campaign
Launch

ACTION


Press release describing campaign



Updated web site

Where to turn for
health



Press article on Choose Well
Campaign

Choose Well Campaign
Message



Choose well message inserted into
borough wide Township
newsletters.

TIMETABLE
TBC

TBC

TBC

7 SUMMARY
It is clear that if Choose Well is to have any sustainable impact, it needs to move beyond
being a communications campaign that relies on adverts, posters and leaflets.
In order to bring about sustained behaviour change, WB GGB will ensure local teams make
use of their data, to profile who is using their A&E and 999 services and then have
conversations with them about their behaviour and the factors that affect them.
Some key factors to the long term success of Choose Well are:



use data that we already have on A&E activity; work with data analysts, public health
teams, engagement teams and clinicians to begin to build up a picture of service
users



share insight and details of approaches developed with communications colleagues,
to reduce duplication of effort and resources



involve and engage the public and patient engagement teams in helping to target
specific groups



The communications campaign needs to sit alongside service development. If services
aren't in the right place or available at the right time, the success of communications

campaigns may be limited. By profiling service users and getting some insight into
behaviour, we can help influence service development and commissioning decisions.


at a time of limited resources, look at how to "normalise" the Choose Well message
into day‐to‐day NHS communications ‐ WB CCG and Trust teams to work together to
achieve this

We are confident that much of the above is already happening within WBCCG but there is a
need to ensure that Urgent Care Services and Primary Care are behind our drive to reduce
inappropriate A&E attendances.
It must also be noted that communications alone cannot solve the growing issues with A&E
attendances, and other projects such as improving access to GPs, the Local Enhanced
Community Pharmacy Minor Ailment Scheme, the A&E alcohol project and plans for a
Primary Care front end for A&E must also contribute to reducing attendance levels.
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1. Introduction
This plan describes how NHS Direct manages periods of high demand for its services on a year
round basis. Whilst winter, and in particular Christmas and New Year, are traditionally busy
periods; peaks are also seen at other times e.g. Easter, other Bank Holidays and at times
when there are health scares etc.

Actions which are undertaken as a matter of course to maintain Business As Usual status
include:










Rigorous scheduling of frontline staff to meet forecasted call volumes
The use of bank and agency health and nurse advisors to manage peaks in demand
Helping staff get to work during inclement weather
Proactive use of the welcome telephone messaging to manage patients’ expectations
on call‐back times for non‐urgent symptoms, and to provide relevant self‐care
information for non‐urgent symptoms, where appropriate
Proactive monitoring of symptoms, such as colds and flu and diarrhoea and vomiting,
which may prelude increased pressure (see section 9)
Managing support from external suppliers to maintain systems and facilities provision
Continued expansion and promotion of the online health and symptom checkers as
the first port of call for patients with internet/smartphone access
Rapid internal messaging to all staff to advise and update on national and local
pressures within NHS Direct and wider healthcare communities.

Although the norm is to maintain a Green, Business As Usual, status, escalation planning also
forms an integral part of the system resilience plans for the organisation. This has been
developed to ensure appropriate and timely care for all patients.

Time parameters have been agreed nationally by senior clinicians for each clinical priority
which determine each escalation phase from Green, through to Amber, Red and Black.

NHS Direct has aimed to identify:





Clearly defined trigger points to ensure early identification of potential demand and
capacity issues
Agreed and tested actions at every level to optimise resources and capacity, thereby
reducing pressure on the service, whilst supporting patient care (action cards for key
departments are available)
Clear delegation of escalation responsibilities and advanced identification of
responsible managers




Clarity of communication flows within the organisation and to external stakeholders
Clinical governance protocols to maintain a safe and appropriate service to patients,
such as prioritisation methods to identify and rapidly assess patients with urgent
needs

This paper provides Primary Care Trusts (CCG) with an overview of the arrangements we have
put in place to ensure we meet the predicted increase in demand over the winter period
2011/12.

We work as a national virtual call centre. This offers flexibility to move calls across sites and
to manage peaks and troughs in activity relative to capacity. This allows us to offer a high
degree of resilience and flexibility, ensuring we can deliver a consistent service.

During the busy winter period 2011/12, we will continue with the plans put in place over
previous Christmas and New Year periods, which include:


Increasing the use of temporary staff: We are continuing to work with agencies to
provide flexible capacity for health and nurse advisors. The staff are fully trained by
NHS Direct and can be quickly mobilised to deal with peaks in demand.



Maximising existing capacity: We are offering additional pay incentives to encourage
staff to take on additional hours and swap shifts. We have also increased the number
of nurse advisors who can work from home either permanently or for short periods
at peak times, and we are postponing all non‐essential "off‐line" activities.



Encouraging patients to go ‘web‐first’: We have a suite of 40 online health and
symptom checkers, which aim to shift telephone traffic onto the web. The online
health and symptom checkers enable some patients to care for themselves without
seeking telephone advice, and enable a shorter conversation with a nurse for those
that do need additional advice on the phone via the ‘click‐to‐call back’ service.
There is a separate communications plan that covers how we promote the ‘web
first’ massages.



Encouraging patients to contact us at less busy times: Using the telephone
messaging and website to signpost callers with non‐urgent enquiries to call in the
daytimes, Monday to Friday.



Maintaining liaison with the Ambulance Service regarding service levels

2. Hospital services
We maintain an up‐to‐date database of all hospital and community services. This
includes opening times and address details, enabling our staff to provide patients with
reliable advice on the most appropriate options if onward referral is needed. This
database can be quickly modified to take into account extended opening hours or
additional local services that have been put in place to cope with demand.

Please ensure that we are kept up to date with any changes to services and opening
hours in your local area by contacting nationalknowledgeteam@nhsdirect.nhs.uk

In the case of unplanned changes during out‐of‐hours please contact:
National Real Time Co‐ordinators (24/7) team on: NRTC@nhsdirect.nhs.uk

3. Community and mental health services
We keep a comprehensive database of all community, mental health (MH) and social
services. This includes 24 hour/crisis emergency MH service information. The database
enables patients to be directed to the appropriate local services, whichever NHS Direct
site takes the call. For frequent callers, specific care plans are in place to ensure callers
are supported and directed to the appropriate service.

Please ensure that we are kept up to date with any changes to services and opening
hours in your local area by contacting nationalknowledgeteam@nhsdirect.nhs.uk

In the case of unplanned changes during out‐of‐hours please contact:
National Real Time Co‐ordinators (24/7) team on: NRTC@nhsdirect.nhs.uk

4. Ambulance services
Callers requiring 999 assistance are ‘call streamed’ by Health Advisors using prioritisation
protocols. This ensures emergency callers receive help with minimal delay.

5. Out-of-hours providers

Our sites are all technically linked with local out-of-hours providers to enable
prompt transfer of patient data to the relevant provider (following consent from the
patient). We also send reminders to ensure that rotas on the systems are updated
for each holiday period.
NHS Direct provides a more detailed range of commissioned GP and dental out‐of‐hours
services to a number of CCGs which include initial call handling and nurse assessment.

6. Escalation procedures
NHS Direct uses the Telephony system to ensure that calls are routed to the sites where
staff are available to take them. This is supported by our CAS and call routing software.

Regular internal conference calls are used to review the resource and capacity. These
are held daily and more frequently during critical periods of demand, supported by ad‐
hoc calls as and when required.

7. Human Resources
Christmas demand forecasts are prepared using historical data trend analysis and any
known future impacts. Staff are then rostered to this demand profile accounting for their
shift pattern definition and rules. Shortfalls are identified and we use our in‐source
model to close these shortfalls as much as possible. Offline time is reduced across the
Christmas period to account for this busy period of demand.

8. Communications
Escalation procedures will be in place regarding the management of any serious or
untoward incidences. CCGs will be informed in accordance with procedures
and protocols that are in place.

A member of the communications team will be available as part of the out‐of‐hours rota
and will be responsible for the out‐of‐hours press office (available on tel: 07876 596 932)

NHS Direct’s public‐facing winter messages have been developed as part of a wider
communications plan. The key messages are:

NHS Direct is encouraging patients to use its suite of online health and symptom checkers
to get trusted health advice through the busy winter period.

NHS Direct has a suite of 40 health and symptom checkers, which are available online or
via a free mobile app for Android and iPhone smartphones. They can provide immediate
self‐care advice, so that patients can manage their symptoms at home, or advice on the
most appropriate health service to contact. If further advice is required, a call‐back with a
nurse advisor can be arranged.

The online health and symptom checkers cover a wide range of problems such as dental
pain, diarrhoea and vomiting, abdominal pain, back pain, rashes, burns and colds and flu.
There is also the opportunity to get more specialist advice on issues such as mental
health, contraception, sexual health matters and pregnancy problems.

The range of health and symptom checkers can be viewed at: www.nhs.uk/nhsdirect

More information about the mobile app, and how to download it, is available at:
www.nhsdirect.nhs.uk/apps

The online health and symptom checkers have been developed in line with the 0845 46 47
telephone service, so people will get the same advice whether they use the phone or the
web.

People who would prefer to speak to someone, who don’t have internet access or think a
further discussion about their symptoms is needed, can still call NHS Direct on 0845 46
47. Telephone lines are open 24‐hours a day, every day. At busy times people assessed as
having less urgent symptoms may have to wait for a call‐back.

9. Syndromic Surveillance
The HPA Real Time Syndromic Surveillance Team monitor syndromic
surveillance data - including call volumes from NHS Direct - on common winter
illnesses to identify any changes in activity. This informs and influences winter
plans. There is a weekly bulletin available from the HPA, which provides up to
date details on thresholds using the following status indicators:
GREEN: Call numbers are within baseline levels
YELLOW: Call numbers are approaching early warning thresholds suggesting increasing
community activity
ORANGE: Early warning thresholds have been breached indicating increased
community activity

10. Management
There are Senior Managers on duty 24 hours a day, 7 days per week. They cover
operational, clinical and technical aspects of the service. There is a national on‐call rota
and a member of the national executive team is on‐call at all times. During the winter
period, management presence on sites is focused on the periods of highest demand.

During normal working hours the following Senior Manager will be the first point of
contact:

Nicola Williams

Regional Director

Telephone:

01204‐478700

Email:

nicola.williams@nhsdirect.nhs.uk

Our National ‘On Call’ Emergency Numbers are:

Operational:

0345 604 3688
0845 602 0706 or 07810836402

Definitions of Service Status

GREEN

AMBER

RED

Level 1: Access and Clinical Management ‐ The performance is such that the organisation is able to maintain
normal patient flow and is able to meet anticipated demand within available resources – Business As Usual

Level 2: Mitigation of Escalation – The service is starting to show signs of pressure. Focused actions are
required to maintain BAU and keep performance within standard mitigating further escalation. Enhanced co‐
ordination will alert the whole service to take action to return to green status as quickly as possible.

Level 3: Whole System Compromised – Actions taken in Level 2 have failed to return the system to Level 1 and
pressure is worsening. The local health economy is experiencing major pressures compromising patient flow.
Further. Urgent actions are required across the system by all partners.

BLACK

Level 4: Severe Pressure and Failure of Actions – All actions have failed to contain service pressures and the
organisation is unable to maintain delivery in line with BAU. There is potential for patient care to be
compromised. Decisive action must be taken to recover capacity.

APPENDIX 20‐ NHS Direct Escalation Plan
Escalation Plan Framework for: NHS Direct
Version Number:

0.3

Date amended: 07/09/2011

Trigger/s

Level

Action

Communication

Command and
Control

Impact

Implications?

What needs to have
happened (actual),
or be about to
happen (prospective
trigger)?

Description of what is
happening in the
organisation or
service at this level

What will be done to mitigate the
raised level of pressure as a result of
moving to this level?

What will be communicated intra
and/ or inter organisationally?

What command and
control arrangements
will be in place?

Expected impact of
these actions

Any implications of
these actions on
other organisations

Continuous
readiness

NHS Direct can
support the local
urgent healthcare
system and
moderate public
demand for clinical
advice.

Who by? When?

Who by? When? Where?

Who has the authority
and responsibility to
trigger?

Are these internal
organisational
triggers, or external
ones i.e. across the
CCG cluster or
SHA?
Planning Phase

When and where will it
be triggered?
Are these different in
hours and out of hours?
Continuous monitoring of potential
public demand and service impact
factors. Eg:


Severe weather warning



Health alerts



Staffing levels

Responsive Messages re- seasonal
messages prepared E.G.
To include information self care
management of:


Colds and Flu

System Alerts to frontline staff
allows rapid communication if
necessary. High visibility for all.
Live Health Alerts log

Arrangements as in
plan, but not invoked

0845 4647 is a
24/7 service.
Escalation plans
are in constant use,
to allow for rapid
response to spikes
in demand in any
24 hours,
throughout the
whole year

This relies upon
public awareness of
the 0845 4647
service and
website:
www.nhsdirect.nhs.u
k/CheckSymptoms



Winter Vomiting



Don’t Forget your medicines

Our regional
service
development teams
work with local
commissioners and
urgent care
networks to
optimise public use
of our services,
including promotion
through Choose
Well campaigns

The HPA Real Time Syndromic
Surveillance Team will be
monitoring syndromic
surveillance data, including calls
to NHS Direct during this period.
See example below
Influenza and norovirus threshold
key:
GREEN: Call numbers are within
baseline levels
YELLOW: Call numbers are
approaching early warning
thresholds suggesting increasing
community activity
ORANGE: Early warning thresholds
have been breached indicating
increased community activity
The performance is
such that the
organisation is able
to maintain normal
patient flow and is
able to meet
anticipated demand
within available
resources

NHS Direct Level 1
(green)
(In NEEP this is
equivalent to a
combination of
white and green,
i.e. 1/2)
Access and Clinical

National Real Time Co-ordinator
(NRTC) actions:
o

Messaging– BAU upfront
welcome message on 0845
4647

o

Monitor staffing levels for
remainder of day and analysis
of expected staffing against
expected call volumes

NRTC communicates any
known issues to all sites and
documents in appropriate
section of daily shift log

NRTC
National Performance
Manager

Business As Usual

0845 4647 Calls
answered ≥ 95%

Management

0845 4647 Calls
abandoned ≤ 5%
All Calls are Warm
Transferred
Staffing is as
required

0845 4647 Calls
answered < 95%

NHS Direct Level 2
(amber)

All actions taken in green to continue,
plus:

0845 4647 Calls
abandoned > 4%

(In NEEP this is
equivalent to Level
3, Pressure)

National Real Time Co-ordinator
(NRTC) actions:

Calls appearing on
First Advice Queue
(FAQ) but are
answered within 10
minutes
Staffing shortfalls
evident in some or
all skillsets, but can
be managed with
resource allocation

0845 4647 Calls

o

Messaging– use appropriate
responsive upfront messaging
for callers on 0845 4647

The Service is
starting to show
signs of pressure.

o

Consider utilising all available,
appropriately trained, staff to
front end, in conjunction with
management of FAQ

Focused actions are
required to maintain
BAU and keep
performance within
standard, mitigating
further escalation.

o

Divisional / Site Leads
actions:

o

Monitor numbers of additional
staff now front ending

o

Contact home workers
individually as required

o

No short notice A/L or TOIL or
offline time to be approved
until further notice

Mitigation of
Escalation

NHS Direct Level 3



All actions taken in green

NRTC communicates any
known issues to all sites and
documents in appropriate
section of daily shift log

NRTC

NRTC continues to cascade
communications to all staff and

NRTC

National Performance
Manager

Enhanced coordination will alert
the whole service
to take action to
return to green
status as quickly as
possible

The local health
economy is

answered < 85%

(red)

and amber to continue, plus:

0845 4647 Calls
abandoned > 5%

(In NEEP this is
equivalent to a
combination of red
and purple, i.e.
Level 4/5, Severe
Pressure / Critical)


National Real Time Coordinator (NRTC) actions:

Calls are breaching
10 minutes on the
FAQ
Staffing shortfalls
impacting on service
delivery

Major IT/ BT
Failures or untoward
high call demand
causing consistent
failure to meet call
volume and demand
issues

Whole System
Compromised
Actions taken in
Level 2 have failed to
return the system to
Level 1 and pressure
is worsening

on call team and documents in
appropriate section of daily shift
log

o

Messaging -appropriate
message to inform patients of
the current situation (wait
times etc)

Escalation information to be
cascaded internally as
appropriate via ad hoc
Conference Calls

o

Continually monitor all queues
and allocate staff to specific
priorities as required

Notification to Regional
Directors for communication to
commissioners

o

Consider use of providing
realistic call back times (RCB)
for less urgent calls (i.e. those
triaged at the level below most
urgent priority 1 and dental
priority 1 patients). Decision on
estimated call back length
advised to patients is taken in
conjunction with National
Performance Manager and / or
Clinical On-Call
Decision agreed between
Divisional Operations Director
(DOD) and Clinical on Call on
suspending certain activities, eg
general health information
service.
Released staff will be deployed to
front end call delivery ensuring
sufficient HI staff remain to deal
with Urgent/Meds calls
All Divisional Operational /
Clinical Managers and Clinical
Governance Leads move to
frontline support in call centres,
deployed to front ending calls
where practicable.

National Performance
Manager

Further urgent
actions are required
across the system
by all partners.

Daily email prepared by RDs /
Regional Heads for
dissemination through SHA
communication routes in Winter
/ Surge peak pressure times
RDs / RHs join SHA urgent
care-provider daily
teleconferences
Continue to communicate with
and update site-based staff,
utilising on the ground
management teams

experiencing major
pressures,
compromising
patient flow

ALL SUBSEQUENT
ACTIONS REQUIRE
NATIONAL ON-CALL
TEAM AGREEMENT
BEFORE
IMPLEMENTATION.
EXEC ON-CALL WILL
HAVE BEEN MADE
AWARE

0845 4647 Calls
answered < 50%

NHS Direct Level 4
(black)

All actions taken in green, amber
and red to continue

Executive on call has been
involved in discussions

National Performance
Manager

Severe Staffing
shortfalls impacting
greatly on service
delivery

(In NEEP this is
equivalent to a
combination of
purple and black,
i.e. Level 5/6,
Critical / Potential
Service Failure)

Executive on call agrees
escalation

Senior managers on call
communicate with
Commissioners regarding
service management

Senior Managers OnCall


Severe
Pressure and
Failure of Actions

National Real Time Co-ordinator
(NRTC) actions:
Contact Clinical on call:
contribute to post
escalation analysis and
lessons learnt
processes

NRTC continues to update and
inform all sites (internal)
regarding current position

All actions have
failed to contain
service pressures
and the
organisation is
unable to maintain
delivery in line with
BAU. There is
potential for patient
care to be
compromised.
Decisive action
must be taken to
recover capacity.

TO MAKE URGENT CONTACT WITH NHS DIRECT:
IN HOURS: Regional Director Nicola Williams, Office: 01204 478700
OUT OF HOURS: National Real Time Co-ordinators (24/7 Team) 0845 602 0706 or 07810 836403 – Email: NRTC@nhsdirect.nhs.uk

Appendix21‐ GM Winter Assurance Checklist
Area/Service

Yes/No

REASON

RAG Rating

Any other comments

1.0

Acute hospital capacity

1.1

Has the health and social care economy reviewed
performance from last winter

YES

A winter review has been undertaken and the de‐brief signed off
by all CEOs for Urgent Care Services.
Completed
June 2012.

1.2

Have urgent, routine elective and emergency care services
been planned and profiled appropriately across the Trust to
meet elective and likely emergency demand allowing for
winter pressures

YES

agreed at ECOG 18/09/12

1.3

Does the trust have in real time systems in place, with
adequate monitoring, to help predict periods of peak
pressure with agreed trigger levels for escalation measures?

YES

NWAS screens within the ECC
Activity planning on
retrospective data MSS. CMS updating by WWL bed managers.
Daily bed managers meetings 10am and 1pm RAG action cards.
Daily operational updates.

1.4

Can the system manage in an increase in urgent care demand
of 15% over 4‐6 weeks?

YES

1.5

Are systems in place to resume electives earlier if emergency
demand does not increase as expected?

YES

Daily communication with General managers. Current sytems are
in place and are robust

1.6

Are there plans for a smooth but phased restart of full in
patient activity after any winter pressures.

YES

Daily communication with General managers. Current sytems are
in place and are robust

1.7

Have contingency arrangements been made (including with
the private sector) to allow additional capacity to be
introduced at short notice? e.g. if emergency demand
exceeds anticipated winter pressures.

YES

The complex discharge team is now functioning.
Full
compliment of bed managers.
Developed roles of
discharge co‐coordinators. TCS teams . MCAP utilisation
management tool. Additional step down beds and complex
discharge beds. Agreed at ECOG 18/09/12.

WBCCG ‐ Commissioners have contingency arrangements in place
to spot purchase additional bed capacity in the private sector as
required. 20 additional step down beds currently being procured
for 14 week period

1.8

Is acute bed capacity the equivalent level to last year? If not,
please explain any difference and likely impact on service.

NO

Overall
reduction of 6
beds by
November‐
however
expansion of
ambulatory
assessment
area should
result in less
admissions (SA
following ECOG
18/09/12)

over winter there will be a 10 bedded escalation ward and staff on
3‐4.5 month contracts and therefore will be based around a
safe/robust staffing model

1.9

What are your plans to flex capacity to meet peaks and
troughs of unscheduled demand?

YES

Identifying complex discharge beds, nurse‐led for escalation as
required. RAG escalation policy.

1.10

Are systems in place to ensure patient discharge is
coordinated with partners in the Local Resilience Forum

YES

WBCCG plan to hold delayed discharge teleconferences as per
resilience measures last year. WWL ‐ remodeling of discharge
teams , MDTs , midday meetings, monitoring and recording of
delays.

YES

Winter modeling is via the network and associates will agree to
capacity plan

Critical Care
1.11

Has agreement been reached with the critical care network
to ensure capacity is maintained or increased to deal with
increased demand on the basis of the scenario modeling.

1.12

Have there been discussions between the critical care
networks regarding mutual support during increased
pressure? Networks should be familiar with the escalation
process adopted across all networks in the North Of England
.What arrangements have been made?

1.13

Please supply a plan that sets out the specific arrangements
to meet critical care demand.

YES

Ongoing

capacity
plans awaited

Ongoing

Staffing
1.14

Have hospital staff been trained to enable flexible
deployment and rostering across disciplines (and where
appropriate from the community to acute sector) to support
times of peak pressure?

YES

Several training needs analysis have been completed for WWL bed
reconfiguration

1.15

Are there plans in place to increase staffing levels in care
areas experiencing increased demand for services?

YES

Staff within demand management services have generic skills and
can be moved within teams as required. If demand management
teams require additional capacity then other community services
will take patients requiring lower levels of care.
WWL
acute‐ Increased staff levels via temporary contracts over winter.
NHSP process will be managed by Div matron and HON.
BCHT ‐Bank staff will be available for the walk‐ in ‐centre.
SSD‐ known agency staff are available

1.16

Has the trust developed a plan to provide the flu vaccine to
prioritised staff groups i.e. front line staff?

YES

WWL annual plan. Flu plan confirmed at ECOG 18/09/12.

YES

Delays discussed at bed meetings which have been modeled so
that outstanding diagnostic delays are given a priority‐ flexible
working within the services and Datix reporting to escalate issues.
GPs have access to diagnostics to enable community based
management of patients. Extra CT sessions and other diagnostics
are available

Diagnostic services
1.17

Are there arrangements in place to cover any increased
demand for diagnostic tests as a result of winter pressures?

1.18

Are arrangements in place for access to urgent diagnostic
tests and reporting during the winter period?

2.0

Delayed Transfer of Care

2.1

Has a standard definition of a Delayed Transfer Of Care
(DTOC) been put in place and agreed by the CCG and
provider?

2.2

Have performance standards been agreed for each part of
the discharge pathway?

YES

Extra CT sessions and other diagnostics are available

YES

LA ‐ as defined in Legislative Framework‐ Community Care and
Delayed Discharges Act, Sitrep Guidance and Hospital Discharge
policy.

WWL ‐ agreed contract conditions ‐ weekend and AM discharges.
LA ‐ in development
Performance Dashboard
develpoed

2.3

Are reporting arrangements in place against each standard?

YES

WBCCG ‐ Delays are highlighted to commissioners at a daily
teleconference. Services are performance managed at weekly
ECOG meetings. Community services have contractually agreed
service response times.
TCS and
SS ‐ have agreed standards against which they are monitored.
WWL ‐ monthly contract report and meeting. WWL highlight
delays and stratify these into area of need ie ICC, SW,RH/NH ,
reablement.etc

2.4

Are appropriate escalation measures in place where delays
occur?

YES

WBCCG‐ delays are flagged at the multi agency daily discharge
teleconference/executive tactical control teleconference as
necessary.
TCS and SSD ‐ Any delays are identified
within the team and escalated to any other agency , if not
resolved senior managers are informed.
WWL ‐ escalated via daily MDT meetings, teleconferences and
escalated to WBCCG to utilise commissioning levers.

3.0

Social Care (including housing & wider Local Government

3.1

Have Social Services ensured through contracts, line
management and inspection, that all the residential and
nursing homes have effective protocols with primary care to
avoid unnecessary admissions to hospital and facilitate timely
return after an admission?

YES

LA‐ Wigan Council Quality Assurance Team chair , Care Home
owners and Steering Group raising awareness and seeking
agreement on response times. Wigan council informs care home
managers via email of bed pressures at times of high demand

3.2

Has Social service ensured that all residential and nursing
homes are to provide appropriate training and support to
their staff, to enable them to care for flu cases and avoid
admission to hospital?

YES

LA ‐ all providers completed business continuity plans as part of
the planning for the flu pandemic . Quality assurance to confirm
these up to date. All residential and nursing homes have a policy
for infection control which include flu and other infectious
diseases and covers steps to reduce cross infection and when to
seek health professional input. Homes can act quickly to get GP or
ANP input. Hospital admission would only be on advice from GP or
ANP.

3.3

Is the bed capacity in the social care system at an equivalent
level to last year? What arrangements have been made to
ensure no detrimental effect to service?

YES

LA ‐ Bed capacity has increased since last year. Figures are based
on Contract Census . Step down beds will be commissioned again
during 2012‐2013.
SSD will also ring fence 7
transitional beds and will extend this to 10 over winter

3.4

Is there a robust procedure in place that alerts the CCG when
capacity has been reached?

YES

tbc

LA‐ has overview of bed capacity which fluctuates daily . Service
manager to develop procedure to inform CCG when capacity full. 3
monthly census allows LA to gauge proportion of empty beds and
supply has always exceeded demand

3.5

Are there robust arrangements between Social Services and
the local NHS to allow appropriate and timely discharge of
patients from hospital care?

YES

TCS and District Nurse liaison. Robust referral pathways are in
place. Any delays that cannot be resolved are discussed at
multiagency meetings. Close liaison between acute providers,
community providers and with the LA Reablement team.
LA‐ Legislative Framework as outlined in 2.1 above. Social services
flex to support NHS Trust with bed pressures. Agreed response
times. Good communications , daily meetings, delayed discharge
monitoring, Sitrep meetings. Reablement.

3.6

Are contingency plans in place should a private sector home
become unable, at short notice, to provide ongoing care for
residents?

YES

As outlined in Wigan Councils home closure policy. Confirmed at
ECOG 18/09/12.

3.7

Have Social Services plans in place to include the provision
for enhanced out of hours cover during the winter period?

YES

As per winter contingency plans. LA central duty team and Out of
Hours EDT provide out of hour cover. Hospital reablement service
provide weekend cover to support hospital discharge

3.8

Has provision been made to identify and support vulnerable
people in the community, at times of increased staff absence

YES

Reablement services can bring in staff from the department who
have been trained for reablement service. Business continuity
plans redeploy staff to high areas of demand. Flu vac programme
for staff.

3.9

Have effective liaison and support systems been established
with local nursing/residential homeowners during the winter
period?

YES

A community DOS has been sent to each local nursing and
residential home.High referring homes have been visited by a
commissioning nurse advisor to talk through their referrals and
how to access community services. Nursing and residential homes
are now included in the red alert mechanism

3.10

Do mechanisms exist between health and social care for the
quick resolution of any issues arising from agreeing care
packages?

4.0

Ambulance Service

YES

LA ‐Joint funding are discussed at Joint Allocation of Resources
Panel (JAP). Meetings are held monthly.LA support NHSALW by
commissioning care packages for CHC patientthrough joint
funding.Patients who are medically discharged but awaiting care
packages can be expidited from the acute trust with interim
support from H@H and the Reablement team during periods of
acute bed pressure.
The triage worker and
social worker attend discharge planning meeting and ward rounds.

4.1

Are contingency plans in place to maintain agreed levels of
response time performance during periods of significantly
increased demand and potentially lower staffing levels?

YES

NWAS Escalation Plan (including REAP) and Clinical Escalation Plan
all underpinned by Major Incident Plan and arrangements. ROCC
and Urgent Care Desk monitoring activity and performance and
changes to Urgent Care Service will allow alternative transport
models to be utilised. Revision of national ambulance
performance criteria has allowed access to alternative dispositions
to be developed and demand to be attenuated to a degree. Area
Operational Winter Plans will shape resource utilisation based on
activity modelling. Investment Plan outcomes anticipated to
deliver optimum performance. BC arrangements and staff
mapping data assist in resource profiling

4.2

Are Contingency Plan in place for extreme weather, including
snow and ice.

YES

tbc

Underpinned by Major Incident arrangements. Agreements for
4x4 support from VAS including Mountain Rescue, provision of
hired vehicles for managers, HART 4x4capacity. Salt/grit stocks
held at stations and contracts held to spread at key sites with
Estates Departments and private contractors. Vehicles issued with
snow shovels and some with 'snow socks' to aid traction. Food
provision is made available to support staff welfare as is the
option to source accommodation for stranded staff or to facilitate
detached duties particularly to support Control Room

4.3

Are protocols in place between Ambulance services/hospitals
and A&E to ensure the rapid turn around of vehicles?

YES

Regional Operational Coordination Centre (ROCC) monitors whole
service activity as well as real time turnaround data (and CMS
system) and highlights pressures to NWAS senior managers
including on‐call structure. Hospital Arrivals Screens assist
turnaround process. Turnaround Guidance Document and
associated flow chart aids decision making around hospital
deflections. Ambulance Liaison Officers in place to respond to
Acute Trusts under pressure to augment NWAS on‐call structure.
Clinical Escalation Plan can be invoked to relieve blockages by
attenuating demand. 'Walkthrough' initiative with SHA has
identified potential pinch points in hospital through flow and
shaped common handover procedures. Hospital Arrival Screens
and associated procedures assist in activity management

4.4

Can the Ambulance Service demonstrate robust and flexible
discharge transport arrangements, both in and out of hours,
have been agreed with each hospital.

YES

Some sites have agreed discharge arrangements but provision is
not universal. Patient Transport Service vehicles are able to
accommodate discharges in hours depending on activity levels and
dedicated discharge vehicles are available out of hours in some
areas.
Additional requests for discharge support
arrangements will require local negotiation during the winter
period

4.5

Has the ambulance service agreed to provide patient
transfers at short notice? If not please comment on
contingency plan.

YES

Short notice transfer ability always available based on clinical
need/priority and fleet availability. Discussions ongoing following
experience of ECMO transfer model.

4.6

Has the trust developed a plan to provide the flu vaccine to
prioritised staff groups i.e. front line staff?

YES

Trust HR Dept to lead on staff vaccination programme which is
facilitated by Advanced Paramedics. Increase in take up last year
demonstrates utility of this approach. Flu lead being appointed
and usual central Flu Team being assembled. Comms Team lead
on internal publicity campaign

5.0

Primary and Community Services
Out of Hours Services

5.1

Are CCGs confident that OOH arrangements are robust, and
will be able to manage surges in demand?

YES

OOH’s Bridgewater services have GP’s who can be available at
short notice to manage surges in demand. ANP services could also
be deployed to support any surges

5.2

Does the trust have in real time systems in place, with
adequate monitoring, to help predict periods of peak
pressure with agreed trigger levels for escalation measures?

YES

Bridgewater
Activity is profiled both weekly and monthly. Within Demand
management services managers exception report daily any
capacity issues

5.3

Are CCGs satisfied that adequate arrangements are in place
to ensure adequate primary care services are available during
an epidemic/ high flu rate period?

YES

Bridgewater ‐The Trust has Flu Pandemic plans, Surge plans, Heat
Wave plans and Seasonal plans.Business continuity plans would be
enforced

5.4

Have CCGs ensured that all practices have business continuity
plans?

YES

WBCCG –The CCG monitor s core contractual requirements of
service delivery in primary care. As part of the IM&T Direct
Enhanced Service practices are required to develop a Business
Continuity Plan. Practices are monitored to ensure plans are
updated every 12 months.

Continuity of Care
5.5

Is there a system in place for GPs, in liaison with other
primary care and social service colleagues, to ensure the
identification of high risk community based patients?

YES

WBCCG –Commission a community matron service which has
close links with social service colleagues including the Reablement
service to ensure the identification of high risk community based
patients.
Community Matrons
triggerinternal referrals from A/E

5.6

Are arrangements in place to support nursing and residential
homes to avoid unnecessary hospital admissions? If so, what
are these arrangements?

YES

WBCCG ‐ Have developed a community DOS which has been
shared with all RH/NH in the borough. High referrers to acute
services receive visits from commissioners to discuss the
alternatives to hospital admission. An ANP service is also
commissioned to support NH/RH to avoid unnecessary hospital
admission. A Single Point of Access and referral to ANPs enable
better triage to help deflect pts from A/E.
Community geriatricians are also working within locality clinics
and providing MDTs that link care homes

5.7

Do CCGs have arrangements in place to support single
handed GPs who may not have the infrastructure required to
meet surges in demand?

YES

WBCCG As part of the IM&T Direct Enhanced Service GP Practices
are required to develop a Business Continuity Plan. The Business
Continuity Plan sets out what to do in the event of a surge in
demand. Single Handed GPs are required to contact Locum
Agencies to bring in additional support.

5.8

Are arrangements in place to support patients requiring
home oxygen services?

YES

Bridgewater ‐Policies and procedures are in place to ensure
oxygen is available both in hours and out of hours to patients who
have been medically assessed as requiring oxygen. A newly
commissioned service supplies O2 in and OOH via pharmacy
advisor

YES

TCS Staff within Demand management services have generic skills
and can work across services when required. ReablementPlans in
placeWorkshops completed with other staff in department.
Community staff at times of peak pressure assist WWL with ward
discharges

Staffing
5.9

Have staff been trained to enable flexible deployment and
rostering across disciplines (and where appropriate from the
community to acute sector) to support times of peak
pressure?

5.1

Are there plans in place to increase staffing levels in care
areas experiencing increased demand for services?

YES

TCS Staff within Demand management services have generic skills
and can work across services when required

5.11

Has the trust developed a plan to provide the flu vaccine to
prioritised staff groups i.e. front line staff?

YES

Bridgewater
Staff vaccination plan is in place as part of Trust Seasonal
Response plan
LA ‐waiting to hear from Occupational Health regarding this years
flu campaign. Previously all staff delivering direct care or visiting
service users are eligible for flu vaccination

Flu campaign

5.12

Have CCGs begun to develop plans for delivery of flu vaccine
to identified staff groups and to identified high risk patient
groups?

YES

WBCCG ‐Co‐ordination
The CCG chairs a local multi‐agency seasonal flu campaign steering
group. This includes representation from both acute and
community NHS providers, Occupational Health, CCG
Performance, Public Health, and Medicines Management.
Additional members (e.g. from a local general practice) are co‐
opted as required. This first met on 3 March 2011. So far it has
been convened three times and is scheduled to meet during the
campaign itself.
Staff
The CCG has met on several occasions with providers
(Wrightington, Wigan and Leigh NHS Trust and Bridgewater
Community NHS Trust). They have agreed to provide additional
support to local Occupational Health to increase uptake by staff. A
promotional video is being developed based on a local member of
staff who contracted swine flu. This video will be used to
encourage staff to accept immunisation. The video will be
accessible on each organisation’s Intranet.
Staff newsletters are also being used to encourage staff to be
immunised.
YOI Hindley
Arrangements are in place at the young offenders institute to
immunise health care staff working there.
Both the CCG and YOI Hindley are prepared to manage an
outbreak at the institution.
High risk groups
Practices are already identifying their high risk groups. The CCG
will be sending laminated copies of the new immunisation
algorithm on page 195 of the recently updated Green Book
chapter on influenza to practices as this has proved helpful in
previous years.

The CCG has commissioned the district nursing service to deliver
flu immunisation to housebound patients and their immediate
carers as well as patients resident in care homes.
In addition, the CCG will be using the local media and promotional
material (posters, leaflets, etc.) to promote flu immunisation
uptake.
Predictive modelling
The CCG is monitoring the present flu seasons being experienced
by Australia and New Zealand. At present, the indications are that
their flu waves have occurred earlier and will extend for longer
compared to last year. In New Zealand’s case their wave has also
been considerably shallower. All this appears to indicate that flu
viruses are having more difficulty spreading this year compared to
the last two years. Although there is no guarantee that the
behaviour of the flu wave in England will reflect the experience in
the southern hemisphere (for example, the more dense
population in UK cities favours a steeper, narrower wave), this
information is helpful for local decision making.
The above information is used in a predictive model created in
2009 during the swine flu outbreak. This model is based on the
Kermack‐McKendrick SIR model. Its use has been to predict the
qualitative nature of the flu wave rather than actual numbers.

5.13

Do CCGs have arrangements in place to offer flu vaccine to
all staff involved in the delivery and/or support to patients?

YES

The CCG has met on several occasions with providers
(Wrightington, Wigan and Leigh NHS Trust and Bridgewater
Community NHS Trust). They have agreed to provide additional
support to local Occupational Health to increase uptake by staff. A
promotional video is being developed based on a local member of
staff who contracted swine flu. This video will be used to
encourage staff to accept immunisation. The video will be
accessible on each organisation’s Intranet.
Staff newsletters are also being used to encourage staff to be
immunised

YES

WBCCG –Has reviewed ICC bed capacity as part of the 2011/12
contracting round with ICC. Flow through ICC has increased due to
the application of robust admission criteria and improved working
between partner organisations. The WBCCG health economy has
the ability to commission additional spot purchase bed capacity in
the situation where demand increases

Intermediate Care
5.14

Are planned levels of capacity within intermediate care
schemes, sufficient to meet any forecast demand for an
epidemic/ high flu rate /high flu rate?

5.15

Is there a robust procedure in place that alerts the CCG when
capacity has been reached?

YES

Twice daily bed Sitrep reports which includes expected discharges
and planned admissions.

5.16

Are there contingency plans to increase the level of provision
if demand is higher than planned?

YES

Early supported discharge teams will expidite safe transfers out of
ICCs . Use of spot purchase step down beds.WBCCG ‐ Demand
management services would work to escalation including the ESD
service that supports ICC with increased support from Reablement
services. The CCG also has a contingency budget from which spot
purchase beds can be commissioned if demand is high

5.17

Is there a single point of access for the full range of
intermediate care services to ensure simplicity and clarity for
users?

YES

TCS ‐ SPOA with access to Intermediate care Co‐ordinators

5.18

Are services organised on a 24/7 basis?

YES

WBCCG ‐Services are organised on a 24/7 basis with admissions
and discharges taking place over weekends and bank holidays.

5.19

Is there a clear communication plan to ensure that all
potential users of intermediate care are fully aware of the
availability of services and how to access them?

YES

WBCCG ‐ The CCG and health economy stakeholders receive twice
daily bed status from both intermediate care providers ( 9am/
3pm). This is e‐mailed to all service stakeholders across the
WBCCG health economy.

5.19

Are there robust multi‐agency arrangements for planning, co‐
ordination and review of services before the winter period?

YES

WBCCG reviewed the system management of intermediate care as
part of the 2011‐2012 contracting negotiations. This has led to
improved utilisation of ICC beds. Increased patient flow and
improved communication

5.20

Have staff been trained to enable flexible deployment and
rostering across disciplines (and where appropriate from the
community to acute sector) to support times of peak
pressure?

YES

WBCCG – The CCG have received assurances from both
community, acute and LA providers that flexible deployment and
rostering across disciplines will be employed in time of peak
pressure.

5.21

Are there plans in place to increase staffing levels in areas of
care experiencing increased demand for services?

YES

WBCCG –All providers have plans in place to increase staffing
levels in care areas experiencing increased demand. This includes
reprioritisation of case loads, diversion of staff

5.22

Do CCGs have arrangements in place to offer flu vaccine to
all staff involved in the delivery and/or support to patients?

YES

WBCCG ‐Please see response from providers above.

6.0

Mental Health and Learning Disabilities

6.1

Are there plans in place for the care of inpatients who
develop flu in all sectors of mental health inpatient care ‐
open, low secure, medium secure and high secure units?

YES

Continue to care on parent ward with suitable support from
Infection Control team. Admit to acute if physical care beyond
MH staff skill set

6.2

Have arrangements been agreed to ensure access to services
and primary care cover over an epidemic/ high flu rate flu
period and to identify and maintain vulnerable people in the
community?

YES

5BP‐Business continuity plan lists services in priority order clearly
defining core business which will be kept going. This includes
vulnerable people in the communityFlu Plan applies. Team
managers to be instructed to monitor case loads and identify
vulnerable service users

6.3

Are arrangements in place for 24/7 rapid response support
for mental health assessment of patients in A&E during an
epidemic/ high flu rate period?

YES

5BP‐This is covered by Crisis Team and Liaison 24/7 which is seen
as a priority within 5BP, therefore would continue to operate with
back fill from other services or bank

6.4

Are arrangements in place to provide adolescent mental
health cover during an epidemic/ high flu rate and Christmas
and New Year periods ?

YES

5BP‐Normal Christmas/bank holiday arrangements apply with
service heads ensuring adequate cover, backed up by out of hours
operational on call, with director on call support available through
Hollins Park switchboard

6.5

Have hospital staff been trained to enable flexible
deployment and rostering across disciplines (and where
appropriate from the community to inpatients sector) to
support times of peak pressure?

YES

5BP‐All staff have been trained and a refresher training plan will
be put in place

6.6

Are there plans in place to increase staffing levels in care
areas experiencing increased demand for services?

YES

5BP‐Business continuity plan addresses flexibility of staff
deployment

6.7

Has the trust developed a plan to provide the vaccine to
prioritised staff groups i.e. front line staff?

YES

5BP‐Occupational Health run flu campaigns every year, offering on
site service to improve take up. This is supported by a Comms
initiative to increase take upIn house OH seasonal flu campaign for
staff starts September. Supported by comms campaign.
Vaccination sessions arranged in venues right across the Trust

7.0

Escalation and Communication

7.1

Are key clinical and managerial staff within the health
economy clear on the triggers, actions and responsibilities
within the business continuity plans of their trust?

YES

The winter plan has been developed and communicated at ECOG.
It will be launched at a multi agency stakeholder engagement
event as part of the WBCCG urgent care redesign.

7.2

Is there a clear plan for communicating information to the
public and publicising the services that are available?

YES

WBCCG ‐Press/Radio releases, website updates, leafleting the
borough, Ad Van, posters etc. Choose Well campaign.

7.3

Do the organisations have internal communications plans for
keeping staff fully informed about preparations for winter?

YES

WBCCG – Multi agency meetings will commence between WWL,
BCHT and WBCCG to add this to the strategy for 2012. Use of
internal Intranet .

8.0

Command and Control

8.1

Are there Trigger points in place to agree escalation?

YES

WBCCG ‐ Provider action cards and the convening of the Health
and social care Group. NHS winter plan included in the local plan

8.2

Are there agreed Command, Communication and Control
systems in place to manage the different levels of escalation?

YES

WBCCG ‐ GM command and control framework and local
command and control framework as part of the health economy
action cards

8.3

Does the escalation plan provide for 7 day working by
managers if required?

YES

WBCCG ‐health economy executives on call would attend
teleconferences/ be present on site should the situation require.
WWL ‐ This is already built into managers job description.
Bridgewater‐ Service leads already work flexibly across 7 days

8.4

Does the escalation plan identify who will lead the
organisation at each level of the Trigger points?

YES

WBCCG/WWL/Bridgewater/LA‐Yes.

APPENDIX 22‐ GM Winter Assurance

APPENDIX 23‐WBCCG Director on Call Rota
NHS CCG Commissioning Locality On-call Rota: Wigan, Bolton and Salford

PERIOD OF COVERAGE: Monday 11 June 2012 to Sunday 17 December 2012

Oncall

Oncall

Oncall

Oncall

Oncall

Version: Issue 3.0 [18.06.2012]

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

11 Jun 12

12 Jun 12

13 Jun 12

14 Jun 12

15 Jun 12

16 Jun 12

17 Jun 12

Karen Proctor

Karen Proctor

Karen Proctor

Karen Proctor

Karen Proctor

Karen Proctor

Karen Proctor

18 Jun 12

19 Jun 12

20 Jun 12

21 Jun 12

22 Jun 12

23 Jun 12

24 Jun 12

Richard Freeman

Richard Freeman

Richard Freeman

Richard Freeman

Richard Freeman

25 Jun 12

26 Jun 12

27Jun 12

28 Jun 12

29 Jun 12

30 Jun 12

1 Jul 12

David Valentine

David Valentine

David Valentine

David Valentine

David Valentine

David Valentine

David Valentine

2 Jul 12

3 Jul 12

4 Jul 12

5 Jul 12

6 Jul 12

7 Jul 12

8 Jul 12

Sue Long

Sue Long

Sue Long

Sue Long

Sue Long

Sue Long

Sue Long

9 Jul 12

10 Jul 12

11 Jul 12

12 Jul 12

13 Jul 12

14 Jul 12

15 Jul 12

David Herne

David Herne

David Herne

David Herne

David Herne

David Herne

David Herne

Richard Freeman

Richard Freeman

Oncall

Oncall

Oncall

Oncall

Oncall

Oncall

Oncall

On-

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

16 Jul 12

17 Jul 12

18 Jul 12

19 Jul 12

20 Jul 12

21 Jul 12

22 Jul 12

Peter Jenkinson

Peter Jenkinson

Peter Jenkinson

Peter Jenkinson

Peter Jenkinson

Peter Jenkinson

Peter Jenkinson

23 Jul 12

24 Jul 12

25 Jul 12

26 Jul 12

27 Jul 12

28 Jul 12

29 Jul 12

Annette Walker

Annette Walker

Annette Walker

Annette Walker

Annette Walker

Annette Walker

Annette Walker

30 Jul 12

31 Jul 12

1 Aug 12

2 Aug 12

3 Aug 12

4 Aug 12

5 Aug 12

Julie Southworth

Julie Southworth

Julie Southworth

Julie Southworth

Julie Southworth

Julie Southworth

Julie Southworth

6 Aug 12

7 Aug 12

8 Aug 12

9 Aug 12

10 Aug 12

11 Aug 12

12 Aug 12

Mike Tate

Mike Tate

Mike Tate

Mike Tate

Mike Tate

Mike Tate

Mike Tate

13 Aug 12

14 Aug 12

15 Aug 12

16 Aug 12

17 Aug 12

18 Aug 12

19 Aug 12

Trish Anderson

Trish Anderson

Trish Anderson

Trish Anderson

Trish Anderson

Trish Anderson

Trish Anderson

20 Aug 12

21 Aug 12

22 Aug 12

23 Aug 12

24 Aug 12

25 Aug 12

26 Aug 12

Karen Proctor

Karen Proctor

Karen Proctor

Karen Proctor

Karen Proctor

Karen Proctor

27 Aug 12

28 Aug 12

29 Aug 12

30 Aug 12

31 Aug 12

1 Sep 12

2 Sep 12

Grace Birch

Grace Birch

Grace Birch

Grace Birch

Grace Birch

Grace Birch

Grace Birch

3 Sep 12

4 Sep 12

5 Sep 12

6 Sep 12

7 Sep 12

8 Sep 12

9 Sep 12

Karen Proctor

call

Oncall

Oncall

Oncall

Oncall

Oncall

Oncall

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

David Valentine

David Valentine

David Valentine

David Valentine

David Valentine

David Valentine

David Valentine

10 Sep 12

11 Sep 12

12 Sep 12

13 Sep 12

14 Sep 12

15 Sep 12

16 Sep 12

Richard Freeman

Richard Freeman

Richard Freeman

Richard Freeman

Richard Freeman

Richard Freeman

Richard Freeman

17 Sep 12

18 Sep 12

19 Sep 12

20 Sep 12

21 Sep 12

22 Sep 12

23 Sep 12

Peter Jenkinson

Peter Jenkinson

Peter Jenkinson

Peter Jenkinson

Peter Jenkinson

Peter Jenkinson

Peter Jenkinson

24 Sep 12

25 Sep 12

26 Sep 12

27 Sep 12

28 Sep 12

29 Sep 12

30 Sep 12

David Herne

David Herne

David Herne

David Herne

David Herne

David Herne

David Herne

01 Oct 12

02 Oct 12

03 Oct 12

04 Oct 12

05 Oct 12

06 Oct 12

07 Oct 12

Annette Walker

Annette Walker

Annette Walker

Annette Walker

Annette Walker

Annette Walker

Annette Walker

08 Oct 12

09 Oct 12

10 Oct 12

11 Oct 12

12 Oct 12

13 Oct 12

14 Oct 12

Grace Birch

Grace Birch

Grace Birch

Grace Birch

Grace Birch

Grace Birch

Grace Birch

15 Oct 12

16 Oct 12

17 Oct 12

18 Oct 12

19 Oct 12

20 Oct 12

21 Oct 12

Mike Tate

Mike Tate

Mike Tate

Mike Tate

Mike Tate

Mike Tate

Mike Tate

Oncall

Oncall

Oncall

Oncall

Oncall

Oncall

On-

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

22 Oct 12

23 Oct 12

24 Oct 12

25 Oct 12

26 Oct 12

27 Oct 12

28 Oct 12

Trish Anderson

Trish Anderson

Trish Anderson

Trish Anderson

Trish Anderson

Trish Anderson

29 Oct 12

30 Oct 12

31 Oct 12

01 Nov 12

02 Nov 12

03 Nov 12

04 Nov 12

Julie Southworth

Julie Southworth

Julie Southworth

Julie Southworth

Julie Southworth

Julie Southworth

Julie Southworth

05 Nov 12

06 Nov 12

07 Nov 12

08 Nov 12

09 Nov 12

10 Nov 12

11 Nov 12

Karen Proctor

Karen Proctor

Karen Proctor

Karen Proctor

Karen Proctor

Karen Proctor

Karen Proctor

12 Nov 12

13 Nov 12

14 Nov 12

15 Nov 12

16 Nov 12

17 Nov 12

18 Nov 12

Sue Long

Sue Long

Sue Long

Sue Long

Sue Long

Sue Long

Sue Long

19 Nov 12

20 Nov 12

21 Nov 12

22 Nov 12

23 Nov 12

24 Nov 12

25 Nov 12

David Herne

David Herne

David Herne

David Herne

David Herne

David Herne

David Herne

26 Nov 12

27 Nov 12

28 Nov 12

29 Nov 12

30 Nov 12

01 Dec 12

02 Dec 12

Annette Walker

Annette Walker

Annette Walker

Annette Walker

Annette Walker

Annette Walker

04 Dec 12

05 Dec 12

06 Dec 12

07 Dec 12

08 Dec 12

09 Dec 12

Annette Walker
03 Dec 12

Trish Anderson

call

Oncall

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

David Valentine

David Valentine

David Valentine

David Valentine

David Valentine

David Valentine

David Valentine

10 Dec 12

11 Dec 12

12 Dec 12

13 Dec 12

14 Dec 12

15 Dec 12

16 Dec 12

Richard Freeman

Richard Freeman

Richard Freeman

Richard Freeman

Richard Freeman

Richard Freeman

Richard Freeman

APPENDIX 24‐ WBCCG Director on Call Contact Details

IMPORTANT NOTICE
From Monday 11 June 2012 NHS Salford,
NHS Bolton and Wigan Borough Clinical
Commissioning Group will run one On Call
Rota for their CCG Commissioning Director on
Call

The new telephone number is: -

01772 867640
(On Dialing this number you will reach the NWAS Health Control Desk where you should ask for the CCG Director on Call for
your area)

Please ensure that from the 11 June 2012, all plans,
procedures and documents are updated to reflect the above
contact number for the Director on Call for NHS Salford, NHS
Bolton and Wigan Borough Clinical Commissioning Group .

Should you have any queries about this number change please contact
your Resilience Managers as below:

Sharron Germani

Peter Heijstraten

Resilience Manager

Resilience Manager

GM NHS Resilience Team

GM NHS Resilience Team

Tel: 0161 212 4834

Tel: 01942 481716

Email: Sharron.germani@nhs.net

Email: Peter.heijstraten@nhs.net

When you may need to call the CCG Director on Call –
see overleaf for guidance!

Your Local CCG Director on Call is available out of hours. Instances where you
may need to contact the Commissioning CCG Director on Call:

 To notify them of any major incident declared that may impact on
the health economy
 Overall command, control and communication for a local health
economy when managing an incident affecting provision of
healthcare
 Co‐ordinating the establishment of the Borough Tactical Response
Group
 Authorisation of emergency funding issues (out of hours)

APPENDIX 25‐ WWL Director on Call Rota

APPENDIX 26‐ Director on Call rota BCHT

APPENDIX 27‐ Director on Call Rota Local Authority

